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Plan

- Review

*Builting blocks *Pset& the Fridaya
* COAsecure enc

* Reminter:Extensions
*MAC

-> GMAC analysis

-> stretch break

-> CCAsecurity & AE
* Encryptthen MAC.



Primitives so far

One-way in CON5), "hard to invert"

f: (8,13" -> (5,134

Pseudorand generator (PRP) "small random
- Biso,onestr

G:58,134- 90, 132any poly(r)

Pseudorand in (817)
"f(k,) looks like a

5.97 x(8,13
-

- 58,13anyIns random Sn"when key is

random & hidten!
R()

A
S(k,)

=A

Pseudorand perm (PRP)
"block cipher" must "FCRlokstherea

2 be N

F:9x(0,13" -> (0,134
5
"

.99+30,15 - (0,134 A
f(k,).(k,)

=
AR(),R()

Vkc9(Vxc35,14

F((n,(k,x)) =x -
Make sure you know

& understand the formal
der's (see pastnotes)



All equally powerful in theory terms...
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6 ↑ Immediate
PRACTICE

centre (PRG& countermode "GonePRF

isins (ppp Format. Nothin
AtS

*
Will discuss how to built
These things nexttime.



Bigger tools

CPA-Secure encryption (WAR/passive sec)

(Enc,Dec) over I is CPAsecure if eff adv

=> negis St. IPD outputs 1 when b=0J ·Pr[A outputs, whenbl]Snegt

Chal Adv

k<89 M;

3((0,13
<

IuC(k,my3
(mB,m*

Enc(k,mb),

↓
b

Even getting WEAK CPAsecurity requires randomness ?
↳ Eng encrypting SSH comm P S S WO R D

↳ obvious?1?

Counter Mode using 4255:9 +(0,13" - (0,134

=nc(R, Malm, 11....(re):=
Doesn'tneed

Iv<8(0,,34 Abe multiple of
↓ block size

m =mo (m, (m,....

S(n,IV)IS(n,yp(S(k,IV). . .
<-

c=(IV, I



Message Authentication code

End schemes give % integrity protection? MAC does.

AnAcisasas aset

Chal A5v

a[q
M;

E i =MAC(k,mi)
<

ti p >

smo, ixcins-aAND m*xSr,...,wr]

Note:Some MAC schemes have a separate alg[ Ve-(k,m,t) - 20,13 I
to check tags. GMAC does.



GMAC [Simplified!]
Can compute in parallel.

First, define (See Hornan's method)
-

128-bitblocks

GHASICOYmull...Mm,) :

=

een(m) +m,r +m,r
-
- -- -m.r"
cGf(2"")

GMAC((k,v),m):=iV<=(0,1348((IV, F(k, IV)@GHAS1 (r,m)
GMACVer((m,r), e, (IV,t)):=5F(B,IV)*GAASH(r,n) ==1)
Claim ISm=m)

P- [GHASH (r, m) =GHASH(r,m))] =2 *
2595,1548

Idea: GHASHJ(r,m) =4HASH(r,m))

=>(m, - m,) r +(m=

-mi)r=,... . +(Mn - mi)v"=0

=> P(r) =2

Non-zero Poly ofdegree n. Atmost a roots!

Claim:GMAC is secure MAC.

Atea: Afr has no into on r. So all add a are indep
ofn. So atsagas up Is on a queries.2



Stch

Break
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CCASecurity
CPA-secure:Adv can see encryption ofmags ofits choice

↓Whatifad can see decryptions?
A B

How could adv
① # * & 3 learn any inso
& >

r0T on decrypted msg?
* Bcould reply w/ maq ofvarying len

x B could throw error

*is could reply in diff time
*icould perform other action

=>Two tasks

1. Stronger see Jeth (CLA)
2. Stronger end scheme.

Decryption routine for CCAscheme can output "Sail"



CCA:Definition

Adv
Chal

mi I
↳

k(8q< Enc(k,mi)
>

Ci
L

Dec(K, ci) >b(90,13
< mox, m,*

(*=Enc(k,m+3)>

<arequeries
↓

Wyc58,13

↳
Adr may never ask for Deck, (*) B

*Security Dagn

(Enc,Dea) is <cA secure ifCSSadv A Jneg so

St. (P (W. =1] - P- [W, =5]/ <negl

AJo is very powerful here. AND adv'sgoal is very
weak => strong security

↳ strongest possible???No...



CCAObservations

ACCA Se => COAsec - CCAmust be rand.

* CCAIts cannot be "malleable"at all

⑭Nex ask for des &I*

* CCAadmits schemes thatallow adv to cook up own its

Authenticated encryption ("Gold standard"sec (ef)

Enc, Ded) is AS15:

1) I C.A secure and

2) satisfies "cheatintegrity"
anal Adv

Rage > mi,Afv wins if Enclk, mil&
(4[,,... ., (n] S

and Deck,1) =reject
N

AtSecurity -> CCAsecurity.
"

=> Msg integrity
-

-

AEis "gold standard" for enc security.
L AEAD =AE-associated (auth butnotenc) data



Constructing AEschemes

"Encryptthen MAC" -> As easy as itsounds

-Independentkeys for M

both parts (PRF)
- At5-GCM is standard ↓enc(kenc,

CTR mode +GMAC
I

at tag
- ChaCha-Poly 1305 is another ma

MAC(kmpc,]
To decrypts

1) Check MAC on it first. Isbad, SAIL.

2) Then decrypt

Encrypt-then-MAC is only safe way to combine

enc & MAC

*ATS.GCME AES.CTR then GMAC

* Also common =ChaCha28+Joly/30smec
*Well-designed complo APFS handle thisso your

It'spossible to constructAE directly from PRs (OCR)
↳ less common. Why



Bat Ideas
*

MAC - then - encrypt
↳ Many many attacks (SSL)
↳ Basic idea:"padding crack"

Encrypt-and MAC

↳ Used in SSH (6versions

Funtamental ideas

ISenc scheme is only CPA

secure, add cannot learn any

info on result ofdecrypting adv-chosen at

MAC- then encrypt & encryptandMAC violate this:



Why MAC-then-encryptis bad:

*Some enc schemes (CBC model require plaintex
be multiple of block size, e.g. 16 bytes

↳ Convenient & sometimes necessary

* Pad msg with n indicating "truncate nol bytes"

MAC pad
- a

msc tag 3333

④

pseudorandom bytes from ACS(k,)

= ↓ encrypt
Ct=

④

3/3/3/3
④

4/4/4/4/4
=

evil at

↓decrypt
1 a(4(4)4/4/4 check

msg

G padding
It ad can learn whether padding is valit,

Fail MAC
learns one byte ofmsg


